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1. Introduction 

This article is a comment on the contributions to the current Special Issue in the 
light of the guest editors’ declared aim to gain insight into “how bodily practices 
feature in action formation and action ascription in multilingual interaction” 
(Piirainen-Marsh, Lijla & Eskildsen, 2022/this issue). All authors rely on 
conversation analytic research standards, and they all use video data of 
interactions between L1 and L2 speakers of a variety of languages. The 
contributions hence offer a welcome investigation into practices deployed by L1 
and L2 speakers in settings that are different from classroom interaction, on which 
there is a plethora of research from diverse vantage points from the 1960s 
onwards (e.g., Barnes, 1969; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), and which, with respect 
to second-language acquisition (SLA), has been studied from a conversation 
analytic perspective under the label CA for SLA (Markee & Kasper, 2004) or CA-
SLA for almost twenty years now (for a recent overview, see Kunitz, Markee & 
Sert, 2021). Conversation analytic approaches to classroom interaction — both 
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in L1 and L2 settings — are still flourishing and have increasingly taken embodied 
behavior into analytical consideration (see Majlesi, 2015; Hall & Looney, 2019; 
Eskildsen, 2021, among many others). Interest in second-language learning in 
the wild has been growing (Hellermann et al., 2019), and more and more attention 
is being devoted to multimodal interactions between L1 and L2 speakers in 
ordinary settings of interaction from the perspective of researchers studying L2 
acquisition (Svennevig, 2018; Greer, 2019; Lilja & Piirainen-Marsh, 2019; Greer 
& Wagner, 2021; Kurhila, Kotilainen & Lehtimaja, 2021). In general, research on 
interaction between individuals with unequal language competencies is not 
seldom and addresses multilingual professional settings (e.g., Mondada, 2012a; 
Hazel & Svennevig, 2018), ordinary encounters between unacquainted 
individuals (e.g., Torras & Gafaranga, 2002), but also interactions between 
aphasic and non-aphasic persons (e.g., Goodwin, 1995; Wilkinson, 2013). 

The authors of this Special Issue examine a variety of settings where L2 speakers 
interact with L1 speakers of the language of their encounter, except for one study 
involving only L2 speakers (Skogmyr Marian & Pekarek Doehler, 2022/this 
issue). The settings cover conversation cafés for language learners with (Majlesi, 
2022/this issue; Kunitz & Majlesi, 2022/this issue) or without (Skogmyr Marian & 
Pekarek Doehler, 2022/this issue) L1 speakers, dinner table interactions in 
families hosting foreign exchange students (Greer, 2022/this issue; Lilja & 
Eskildsen, 2022/this issue), interaction with an au-pair (Frick & Palola, 2022/this 
issue), a cooking class for migrants (Lilja & Piirainen-Marsh, 2022/this issue), and 
video-based online interactions between L1 and L2 speakers of German 
(Uskokovic & Taleghani-Nikazm, 2022/this issue). All of these settings enable the 
contributors to document how participants orient, to different degrees, to the 
appropriateness or correctness of the L2 speakers’ language productions. 
However, the main focus of the Special Issue being on bodily practices, action 
formation, and action ascription in multilingual interaction, the acquisitional 
dimension of the observed practices is less predominantly discussed by the 
authors, with the exception of Skogmyr Marian & Pekarek Doehler, who show 
how word search practices change as learners become more proficient in the 
target language over time, and Uskokovic & Taleghani-Nikazm, who document 
word searches used by L2 speakers engaged in video calls. Some articles focus 
on practices deployed by proficient speakers in their interaction with learners, in 
particular in instructional settings, such as cooking classes (Lilja & Piirainen-
Marsh), but also in the L1 speakers’ displays of their higher linguistic proficiency 
(Majlesi; Lilja & Eskildsen; Kunitz & Majlesi). 

This discussion measures the contributions of this Special Issue against the foci 
defined by the editors. 
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2. Bodily practices 

While bodily practices are central to all the contributions, the nature of the 
phenomena described, the granularity of the analyses, and the conceptual and 
terminological toolkits vary considerably. Most articles focus indeed on hand 
gestures or related conduct, such as the raised index finger (Uskokovic & 
Taleghani-Nikazm), the Japanese gassho gesture (Greer), gesture holds 
(Skogmyr Marian & Pekarek Doehler), or gestural matching (Majlesi). Some 
articles examine gestures based on prior conceptualization, e.g., as “depictive 
gestures” (Skogmyr Marian & Pekarek Doehler; Lilja & Piirainen-Marsh). All 
articles examine bodily behavior from a holistic perspective, taking into analytical 
consideration mainly gesture, gaze, and talk. 

The conceptual framework that authors mobilize for identifying and describing 
gestures suggests an effortless distinction between “pragmatic gestures” 
(Streeck, 2009; Kendon, 2004) and “depictive gestures” (Streeck, 2009) or “iconic 
gestures” (Ekman & Friesen, 1969), which recalls McNeill’s (1985) distinction 
between “referential” and “discourse-oriented” gestures. This distinction is highly 
relevant to Skogmyr Marian & Pekarek Doehler’s contribution, which finds that 
word searches with co-occurring depictive gestures invite co-participants to 
cooperate in the word search, whereas speakers who produce pragmatic 
gestures (or self-touch) while engaged in a word search display that they are 
holding the floor and do not invite help from other co-participants. The different 
treatment of depictive gestures vs. non-depictive manual action is indeed backed 
by prior research, e.g., by Goodwin (1986), who showed that recipients tend to 
gaze to depictive gestures but not to self-touch practices.  

However, the categorization of manual action as a (non-)depictive gesture is 
sometimes arguable. While in many cases the depictive or iconic use of a gesture 
is apparent, in others it is open to question. For instance, in Skogmyr Marian & 
Pekarek Doehler’s Excerpt 5, the participant Aurelia performs a hand movement 
while engaged in a word search (line 3), and the authors describe it as “what can 
be seen as a depictive gesture.” The hesitant formulation is warranted since the 
movement of the hands could also “be seen” as a pragmatic gesture. It would 
have been highly interesting to understand on what grounds the authors were 
able to identify this particular gesture as an instance of a depictive gesture, as it 
is an analytical problem many scholars working on gesture have to face. One the 
one hand, gestures are never “purely” pragmatic, depictive, deictic, etc. (see 
Goodwin, 2003), on the other hand, especially pragmatic gestures have been 
described as an “unruly bunch: speakers show all manner of idiosyncrasies in 
making them” (Streeck, 2009: 181). And authors sometimes tend to assign 
meaning to them, such as Frick and Palola, who describe arm-spreading as a 
gesture “associated with resignation, helplessness, and the meaning ‘I don’t 
know’” (Excerpt 2, line 3). If it is true that some gestures are culture-specific 
(Greer; see also De Jorio, 1832), then it would be necessary to know in which 
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culture (or language) arm-spreading is “associated” with the meaning described 
by the authors. 

Rather than focusing on a gestural function (such as depictive or pragmatic), 
some authors identify specific shapes of hand movements (such as the gassho 
gesture described by Greer, or the raised index finder analyzed by Uskokovic & 
Taleghani-Nikazm), which dispenses them from having to refer to a functional 
gesture typology, thereby making the identification of the target gesture easier. 
However, since gestures are always indexical, their understanding is sensitive to 
their situated use, to how they temporally and sequentially relate to environing 
talk. Hence, while Uskokovic & Taleghani-Nikazm very thoughtfully examine how 
L2 speakers of German engaged in video-mediated interaction may raise their 
index in word searches, they show occurrences in which participants might do 
something more (or something else) than “just” searching for a word. The authors 
orient to that, for instance, when they write that in Excerpt 3, the problem for the 
L2 speaker is not a missing word, but the conversion from the US system of 
measurements to the metric system, or with regard to Excerpt 5, which is 
described as an “incomplete word-search.” 

The above observations hint towards two kinds of difficulties faced by many 
interactionally oriented researchers working with naturalistic data when they 
examine bodily behavior. First, while the transcripts often show a precise 
indication of how gesture, gaze and other behavior temporally relate to talk, the 
analyses do not always show the same level of granularity. Second, while the 
next-turn proof procedure (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974: 729) has been 
described as “the most basic tool used in CA to ensure that analyses explicate 
the orderly properties of talk as oriented-to accomplishments of participants, 
rather than being based merely on the assumptions of the analyst” (Hutchby & 
Woofitt, 1998: 15), it is less readily accessible for analysts examining manual 
behavior. Therefore, researchers often (have to) resort to more or less plausible 
assumptions about the bodily behavior they observe. Gestures “seem to index,” 
“can be seen as,” “may be designed to” (Skogmyr Marian & Pekarek Doehler), 
“denote” (Greer), are “associated with” (Frick & Palola), “may be indicating” 
(Uskokovic & Taleghani-Nikazm) or “signal” (Lijla & Eskildsen). These often 
modalized descriptions show the authors’ need to assign one specific meaning 
or function to a gesture — a way of thinking, which, paradoxically, is in stark 
contrast to the idea that gesture is accountable and thus interpretable only in the 
temporal, sequential and situated environment of its occurrence.  

Virtually all the authors of the current Special Issue subscribe to the idea that 
gestures are deployed within “multimodal action packages” or “multimodal 
Gestalts” (Mondada, 2012b). As Stukenbrock (2021) has shown, the idea that 
vocal and visual behavior have to be analyzed as forming a Gestalt or package 
(both terms are found already in Heath, 1986) has been swiftly embraced by 
interactionally oriented researchers working with video data. However, what 
researchers treat as multimodal Gestalts and how such Gestalts are identified 
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varies considerably, especially with respect to the granularity of their description. 
According to Mondada (2014: 140) complex multimodal Gestalts are “both 
specifically adjusted and systematically ordered,” they are “packaged in an 
emergent, incremental, dynamic way.” They are, of course, not just recurrent, 
uniform reproductions of the “same” multimodal arrangement. They are sensitive 
to the local and sequential environment at hand, and they are highly adaptable 
— with regard to their temporal deployment, the coordination of the different 
modalities, and their manifestation in space. And they are recognizable, for 
interactants, as such. The adaptability of Gestalts, the idea that Gestalts are not 
just the sum of their components, but that the way in which the different 
components are arranged make that Gestalt perceivable is a central thought of 
the founders of Gestalt theory (Wertheimer, 1985 [1924]). From this point of view, 
Uskokovic & Taleghani-Nikazm’s study neatly shows how a raised index finger 
produced in a specific sequential environment (self-initiated repair) is perceived 
as participating in a word search (and not, e.g., as a pointing gesture). Similarly, 
Greer’s contribution shows a recurrent systematic arrangement of a manual, a 
bodily and a vocal practice, which participants locally assemble as a display of 
an apology. 

 

3. Action formation and ascription 

The main claim of the authors is that social actions are multimodally 
accomplished. The apparent obviousness of this assertion resonates with 
Schegloff’s (2007: xiv) well-known description of the action formation problem: 
“[…] how are the resources of the language, the body, the environment of the 
interaction, and position in the interaction fashioned into conformations designed 
to be, and to be recognized by recipients as, particular actions […]?” Schegloff 
exemplified what he regarded as “particular actions” with a list of action types that 
have been thoroughly studied (not only) by conversation analysts (requesting, 
complaining, agreeing, etc.). What counts as an action, how actions are displayed 
and how individuals ascribe (Levinson, 2013) an action to an observable behavior 
is, however, an ongoing debate (e.g., Enfield & Sidnell, 2017), which, it seems, 
relies heavily on conceptualizations that assign vocal language precedence over 
embodied conduct (with the notable exception of ethnomethodological studies on 
signed and tactile languages, e.g., McIlvenny, 1995, Iwasaki et al., 2019 and 
studies such as Heath & Luff, 2021, which focus mainly on gesture and object 
manipulation from an interactional perspective). Notoriously, when Sacks started 
analyzing recorded conversations, “it wasn’t from any large interest in language” 
(Sacks, 1992, 1: 622). Yet he developed fabulous tools enabling us to understand 
how social action is achieved and discerned through talk, while emphasizing at 
the same time the centrality of visual perception in human interaction: “For 
Members, activities are observables. They see activities” (Sacks, 1992, 1: 119). 
The fact that Sacks spoke of “activities” (rather than “actions”) is noteworthy. 
“Activities” has the advantage of suggesting a more or less complex conduct, 
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whereas the notion of “action” seems to imply that participants are able to identify 
what might be called ‘praxeological units’ — and indeed, the recent conversation 
analytic studies on requests and other first actions are in line with this way of 
thinking. At the same time, however, numerous researchers in ethnomethodology 
and conversation analysis agree that human behavior cannot always be parsed 
into single, neatly distinguishable actions. Hence the need to describe “double-
barreled” (Schegloff, 2007: 76) or “composite” (Rossi, 2018) actions and 
Levinson’s (2013) suggestion that participants ascribe a “primary” or “major” 
action to observable conduct (see, e.g., Lilja & Eskildsen’s contribution on what 
they call “repairing-for-teasing”). This resonates, within linguistics, with the notion 
of “indirect speech acts” developed in pragmatic theory (Searle, 1975).  

On the other hand, Sacks drew attention to the fact that activities are “observed” 
and “seen.” Perception is, of course, at the core of the Gestalt-theoretic interest 
(Koffka, 1922), as well as of phenomenological positions in general (Merleau-
Ponty, 1945; Wittgenstein, 1953; Gurwitsch, 1957). By grounding their analyses 
on recorded audio and video data, interactionally oriented researchers were able 
to explore the temporal coordination and sequential organization of observable 
human activities (Goodwin, 1979; Heath, 1986). Temporality is of course 
fundamental to the formation and recognition of “multimodal Gestalts,” as the 
contributors to the current Special Issue also affirm. Actions not only unfold in 
time, but are also recognized in time, even before they have been brought to 
conclusion. Actions are recognized early (see Deppermann, Mondada & Pekarek 
Doehler, 2021). According to Levinson (2013: 103), “[t]he challenge for 
participants, then, is to assign at least one major action to a turn they have only 
heard part of so far” (emphasis added). The task for participants in co-present 
interaction is probably even more complex: Not only do different modalities have 
different temporalities, but individuals may be engaged in diverse courses of 
actions with the various resources physically available to them. Hairdressers may 
talk to their clients while taking care of their hair, driving instructors may chat with 
trainee drivers while monitoring their traffic conduct (De Stefani & Horlacher, 
2018). Given the principal possibility of multiactivity, the varying “temporal orders” 
(Mondada, 2014) with which participants organize their courses of actions, and 
the fact that they may prioritize one course of action over another (in particular 
when these are carried out with the same physical resources, such as eating and 
talking), assigning “at least one major action” to the embodied conduct they 
witness is a highly complex task for interactants. How it is possible that we “see” 
that different modalities coalesce into a finely organized “multimodal Gestalt” calls 
for further investigation. A fine-grained analysis of the different temporalities, of 
whether they relate to each other in terms of simultaneity or successivity might 
be one analytical starting point. 
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4. Multilingual interaction 

Multilingual interaction is approached in a broad sense by the contributors to this 
Special Issue. It covers not only interactions that are carried out in different 
languages, but also interactions between participants with unequal linguistic 
backgrounds, but actually conversing in one language only (see also Piirainen-
Marsh, Lilja & Eskildsen, 2022/this issue). In fact, the only contribution offering a 
multilingual setting of interaction is the one authored by Frick & Palola, which, 
however, does not focus on the participants’ language choices. 

By analyzing self-repair practices of L2 speakers, the papers by Skogmyr Marian 
& Pekarek Doehler and Uskokovic & Taleghami Nikazm show that these orient 
to a “one language only” policy. Language policing having been observed mainly 
in classroom interaction (Amir & Musk, 2013), the fact that the speakers observed 
in the above-mentioned contributions orient to the “one language only” principle 
shows that they are treating the interactions in which they are engaged as 
constituting a learning environment. Contrary (perhaps) to the L2-classroom, in 
this setting, the orientation towards normative language use is less pervasive: 
word searches seem to aim at respecting the “one language only” policy rather 
than at producing grammatically and normatively “correct” talk (see, e.g., 
Skogmyr Marian & Pekarek Doehler’s Ex. 1, where the speaker engaging in a 
word search eventually says “il y a beaucoup de [  ] pour faire shopping” / “there 
are many [  ] to do shopping”, without ever articulating the searched-for noun and 
without producing the idiomatically expected partitive “pour faire du shopping”). 
This does not mean, of course, that normative other-corrections may not be 
present in the corpus analyzed. It is striking, however, that in word searches 
designed by participants to be solved on their own, grammatical normativity does 
not seem to be at stake. The question then is, what exactly are speakers 
learning? In her article on word searches between L1 and L2 speakers, Brouwer 
(2003: 542) described occasions in which “the other participant is invited to 
participate in the word search” as “language learning opportunities.” Whether and 
in what way the practices observed by Skogmyr Marian & Pekarek Doehler and 
Uskokovic & Taleghami Nikazm are such opportunities might be further explored. 
The former’s longitudinal perspective is certainly an excellent approach to answer 
this question (see also Eskildsen, 2018). 

Word searches initiated by L2 speakers who invite a collaborative solution are at 
the center of Majlesi’s contribution, where (more) proficient and L1 speakers 
clearly display an orientation towards normativity. Both in Majlesi’s self-initiated 
repair sequences and in Lilja & Eskildsen’s other-initiated repair sequences, by 
which proficient speakers target what they treat as inadequate pronunciation by 
L2 speakers, the participants orient towards the “correct” pronunciation, lexical 
choice, etc., thereby treating their interactions as aiming at learning and teaching 
the “proper” way to speak (see also Kunitz & Majlesi). 
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Greer’s contribution — focusing on Japanese learners of English articulating 
(English) tokens of apology while producing the (Japanese) gassho gesture — 
offers a particular “contact” phenomenon resulting from the combination of 
interactional resources available in Japanese and English for the 
accomplishment of an apology. While he describes its occurrence as delivered 
as a “complex multimodal Gestalt” (Mondada, 2014), he also shows that (non-
Japanese) recipients might or might not perceive it as a Gestalt but rather as a 
verbal apology delivered with a gesture that is “part of that action.” In other words, 
English-speaking recipients do not “need” it in order to see that an apology is 
being accomplished. Greer hence examines the production side of Gestalts, 
whereas the focus of Gestalt theorists was chiefly on their perception.  

 

5. A final word 

The analysis of video data has enabled (or rather, obliged) researchers to 
address the complexity of social actions from a holistic perspective. These 
developments go hand in hand with the problem of representing, for readers and 
viewers, the phenomena that are at the core of the analysis. Social Interaction. 
Video-Based Studies of Human Sociality provides authors with the possibility of 
making available the video excerpts on which they based their analysis. However, 
practices of anonymization tend to make the relevant features (e.g., eye gaze) 
unavailable. Some authors (Lilja & Eskildsen; Lilja & Piirainen) sought to 
maximize the visibility of the relevant phenomena for readers by offering two 
transcription versions of the same excerpt, one based on Mondada’s (2018) 
conventions, highlighting how different modalities sequentially and temporally 
relate to each other, and one based on Laurier’s (2014) comic strip 
representation, which rather highlights the visibility of situational aspects. Their 
aim, of course, is to make accessible for readers both the temporal organization 
of multimodally accomplished actions and their visible features. The notion of 
“multimodal Gestalt” has been widely used in recent years for referring to such 
actions, and it features prominently also in the contributions to this Special Issue. 
The authors’ considerations have led me to catch a glimpse of the analytical 
challenges the notion implies. While conversation analytic research has focused 
so far on how individuals assemble vocal and bodily resources to form a Gestalt-
like, supposedly meaningful whole, how recipients ascribe meaning (or action, if 
you will) to such wholes while they emerge, is a question future research might 
delve into. It appears that more and more scholars embrace an understanding of 
social life as built on sequences of multifaceted actions, rather than (only) on 
sequences of discrete “praxeological units” such as question/answer, 
greeting/greeting etc. In this scheme, the consideration of the “subtleties of 
glance, of gesture, of tone”, which Wittgenstein (1953, Part IIxi, 228) identified as 
“imponderable evidence” is essential for the analysis of face-to-face interactions. 
“The question is: what does imponderable evidence accomplish?” (ibid., 
emphasis in original). 
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